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Sestina in Stained Glass
My father says that boys require extra formation.
He wants to send Juan to Catholic preparatory school—
all boys. After all, aren't boys made in the likeness of God?
I told my father that St. Charles is homogeneous and white
because it is true and because I don't know if I believe.
Besides, Juan would have to wear a uniform.
I once went to Catholic school. I would stick my hands down
my
uniform
for the warmth in my tights as we stood in hallway formation.
The gymnasium doubled as a theatre and tripled as a church
for
the weekend believers
while the real church underwent construction. At our Blue
Ribbon School,
I kept mostly to myself; eating strawberry cups, reading Clue
'r" filling
in Scantron bubbles, white
until smudged with crumbly graphite. Some afternoons we
sung
hymns; 1 mouthed them. I could
fool any god.
All my memories of Thursday morning church are not of God
but of my bladder, inconclusive and small. I couldn't hold it
and
my uniform
a straightjacket of snug buttons and woolen tights white.
I would wiggle in the pew, careful not to break up the stiUness
formation—
I'd sooner suffer than abandon my post. I decided to sacrifice
water at school;
I carried on, a dry bag of bones and beliefs.
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My nine-year-old life was consumed by this belief
that stories of shepherd and sheep, coin and sweet oil, a bloody
baby were all about the god.
I was taught morality, but not really multiplication, at school.
I guess that is why I shudder at the thought of my brother in a
uniform,
pressed polo and all, ripe with education indoctrination
formation—
the narrative and altar a blinding white.
So I expressed my discomfort that my brother be made white,
devoid of all rational thought. "I believe,"
I said, "that public school exposes you to other cultures
organically, not in some formation
of people the same race, class, status in the eyes of the same god.
I don't want my brother to be uniform.
I don't want my brother to go to that school."
"But I went to Jesuit school,"
my father replies. Now there is the problem. He has been made
white
with complacency. He recites the uniform
"A man does not live for himself alone." He still believes
he abides by that mantra. But I know my god
is my mother: I am in awe of her formation.
We leave St. Charles Preparatory School and I sit on my belief.
I do not whiten my opinions for that man who plays god.
I stare past my reflection in the windshield to the sky (it's the color
of meringues tonight). My face falls into its uniform.
1 lie. This is my formation.

Ben Bolongaita
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Dead End
Daniel 11 m.v
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lio House on Abbott Avenue
The house was a kind of maze. While the events
of May 2020 continued to rage outside, the labyrinth of
my grandfathers life remained as insulated as it had al
ways been. That was how he constructed it. It was what
saved him, and also what allowed the monster that now
slithered underneath the floorboards and in through the
walls to become the disease it had become. He turned the
building into an isolated home out of history, a pocket of
timelessness and security. It was a small two-floor fanta
sy of suburban Minneapolis. A little green lawn, trimmed
bushes leading up to the front stoop, corner of the block,
perfect white wall shingles on the exterior. By all ac
counts, the paragon of the 1960s housing brochure. You
cannot see into the house through its windows.
The monster that lived under his floorboards was
not new to me. While I'd never been in its lair like this
without Gerhard to keep it at bay, I had had brushes with
it before. It didn't only live in his house; it lived in the walls
of my house. It lived under my parents' bed and under my
own bed. I would smell it every time there was a fight. It
was putrid and sour and bitter, and it floated through the
entire house. In through all the rooms, burying itself deep
in every nook and crevice of the walls. I would see its wet,
ashy footprints on the hardwood floor, making a path to
the kitchen, then the basement, then the attic, and then
back into its little hole. The house creaked and moaned
and ached when the monster grew restless. Wherever it
went, it left a trail of sopping wet hatred in its wake. But
or years, it was nothing more than a ghost to me. That
summer, I could hear it whine when the house on Abbott
Avenue creaked. When the door hinges squeaked, it let
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out a slow, deep moan.
It was my mothers idea to stay at Abbott Ave
nue. Gerhard had died recently, and she was determined
to provide the family with a vacation. 500,000 were dead
and the pandemic showed no signs of stopping. Dad was
immunocompromised. Options were limited. No hotels.
No condos. She suggested Gerhard's house. Abbott Av
enue. Entirely uninhabited, free, somewhere that wasn't
here.
The four of us sat in an awkward circle on the
floor of my parents' bedroom and held a vote. Evan, my
older brother, explained that it didn't sound wise to him:
too much going on in Minneapolis, staying at Gerhard's
house wouldn't feel good, there was nothing fun to do
in Minneapolis during a pandemic anyway. We all went
politely back and forth, sitting criss-cross-apple-sauce on
the carpet, listing reasons for and reasons against, until
it was finally put to a vote. Three to one decided that we
were leaving for Minneapolis in a week. We packed our
bags. Evan looked hesitant. He remained pensive for the
duration of the drive.
The vast urban jungle of Minneapolis looked
as unfamiliar as Abbott Avenue did without Gerhard
to keep its monster at bay. I recalled many Christmases
spent there, walking down the snow-covered streets of
the Twin Cities, admiring the lights and enjoying nights
of hot cocoa with Papa Gerhard and Grandma Janet by
the fireplace. In the searing concrete heat of summer in
the city, as we drove closer to the site of George Floyd's
death, the number of buildings boarded up and graffitied grew until we were driving past the occasional colDaniel 11 eiss
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lapsed mountain of rubble. I found myself trying to pin
down our location from my memories, but there were no
landmarks with which to ground myself. Still, even when
the city was on fire, Abbott Avenue sat in total silence,
a pocket out of time, the dust growing ever thicker over
the old piano Janet used to play, the little framed newspaper clippings, and the various pictures of my brother
and myself when we were still too young to know how
to smell monsters under the bed. There were pictures
of Gerhard in his youth. In those pictures, Berlin is still
fresh in his memories, but he does not let it show in his
smile. Even in a Nazi-era paper documenting Gerhard as
a Jew, his photograph is that of a young teen with an exu_
berant grin. Only once Parkinsons had reduced his mind
to a sludge could I tell when Berlin was in his eyes, when
bombs were detonating on his Jewishness,l when somet 8 ugly and yellow was burning particularly painfully
against the surface of his soul.
Somewhere in the house, that monster sat qui
etly, its heart still convulsing and thumping through its
aded yellow fabric with the same pumping vitality it had
had upon its conception many decades ago. fude, it said.
That was all it said. His name was Gerhard, but he was
Jude.
That first night, it took an hour for us to decide
that it felt wrong. The monster was too close. The wound
of Gerhard's death too near. We sat in the living room
with the tweed wallpaper and 1960s brown tweed furmture, bags still packed. No matter how many lights we
turned on, the house felt dark and cold. As is the nature
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of people dying, hundreds of Gerhard's old papers were
scattered in a haphazard mound on the dining room ta
ble. Clutter to sort through. Old tokens to throw away.
Papers from his students from his time as a professor, re
ceipts, letters exchanged with friends, tax documents, ad
vertisements. Checking the backs of these papers, I found
dozens of them dated to the late 50s. The house was old.
Its lungs rattled when it breathed.
We mulled over what to do.
A hotel, Dad suggested.
Evan was silent.
Drive home, I suggested.
Evan stared at the floor.
Spend the night, find a hotel in the morning,
Mom suggested. Evan brooded.
We couldn't have seen this coming, my moth
er eventually said. There was just no way. The monster
moaned and growled under the floor. Something churned
in Gerhard's abandoned office.
I saw this coming! Evan cried. I saw it! I KNEW
this would happen. I SAID so. I fucking saw this com
ing. Neither he nor Gerhard shouted much. Both were
gentle souls. I wondered, however, if Gerhard kept his
anger locked away like the monster, safe in a pocket out
of space and out of time, in a little place in his head that
he preferred to keep secret. Maybe it was refreshing for
the house to feel Evan's frustrations beating hot against
its walls for once, pure and unadulterated and honest. My
mother tried to comfort him. I sorted through old news
papers that should have been thrown away 70 years ago.

Daniel 11 ciss
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That night, none of us could sleep. The rusty
fan in my parents' bedroom occasionally cried out like a
rodent. The refrigerator buzzed. Gerhard's office sat si
lently. For the duration of our time in the house, I did
not once set foot in it. While his will would never admit
it, his identity and all his life had always belonged to a
monster of yellow fabric. It was not within my right to
set foot there.
The monster growled triumphantly.
The next morning, I peeked into the base ment.
Cold, dank, dark. Concrete floors. An old radio trans
mitter Uncle John used to use for fun as a kid in the
late 60s. More books than a used bookstore would know
what to do with. And most strikingly, stacks of Gerhard's
old photos and postcards. Among all of it, almost ...
no
acknowledgement of the events of Berlin. Many thou
sands of the dusty books on his shelves were in German
and he had dozens of maps of Berlin, but none of his
writings featured any acknowledgement of the SS officer
that arbitrarily chose not to put that bullet in his skull, of
the brick that broke his hand when a bomb dropped on
a building next to his work detail, or of the roughly 95%
of his peers at his all-Jewish school that were gassed,
shot, burnt alive, or otherwise murdered.
When Gerhard was alive, he almost never vol
unteered, information about Berlin except once to me.
e would acknowledge and answer questions about his
experiences there, but one could watch in those conver
sations when his expression would melt away from his
typical chipper curiosity, intellectualism, and sharp wit
into an elaborate mimicry of archetypal "human" behavior. He had the events of Berlin mapped in his mind
like a chronology, the facts and statistics memorized
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like a timeline in a German textbook, but he never admit
ted the weight those memories carried.
We were visiting him in his cramped retirement
home in Minneapolis. At this point, his Parkinsons had
reached late stage. It had ravaged his mind and body. Ex
cept for the brief reprieves when common sense would
strike him like inspiration, simply forming sentences re
quired him to trudge for several minutes through a laby
rinth of brain fog to find the right words. I was in eighth
grade and wearing a silly graphic tee with a yellow star in
the middle, themed after the show Steven Universe. After
the extended family finished crawling through icebreak
ers, there was a silence. My grandfather raised a frail,
shaky hand, pointed at my shirt, and spoke.
"What is that?" His fingers shook violently.
Spending the latter half of the 20th century in the Twin
Cities had done nothing to eradicate his accent.
I explained that the star on the shirt was from
a show I liked. I could see the bones under his skin. He
nodded slowly.
"1 have one of those, too," he told me solemnly.
Even in the retirement home, I could smell the monster
growing restless under the floorboards. It had followed
him just as it had followed my family to our home in Chi
cago. He stood, hobbled into his walker, and made his
way to the bedroom. The family sat in uncomfortable si
lence. None of them had warned me. None of them had
anything to say.
He came back with a thin, cracked leather wallet.
He stopped in front of me and flipped it open.
"I have one of those, too."
I looked the monster in its eyes for the first time.
75 years after it was created, and it still breathed its foul,
intoxicating breath, still shed a hatred over the room that
Daniel 11 eiss
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crawled into the corners and crept over the walls. Its yel
low was broken and faded. He shut it and put it away. I
did not ask any questions. I put my jacket over my shirt.
For the rest of the day, he looked intently at nothing. I
also looked intently at nothing.
He never volunteered the star to my father. Nev
er let him into the Berlin that was always somewhere
in his mind. I often wonder why he did that for me. I
was the youngest of the family. Much of him was gone,
but enough of him was left to know that his time was
coming. Perhaps he was trying to pass the burden of the
star onto the next generation. Perhaps he was hoping
the star was finally going to die with him, and he wanted
to announce its death somehow. Either way, his elabo
rately constructed mental barriers between the present
and the past had decayed, and the floodwaters of Berlin
were finally breaking through. From those last couple
of years, I could not help but see that he was caught in
a constant state of occupying both the past and present,
sitting in a chair across the room but always with one
foot in the rubble of Berlin. He heard and saw things we
didn't hear or see.
When my grandfather died, they put the star on
a table at his funeral. It outlived him.
That night, I pictured his office downstairs, qui
etly gathering dust, still as a photograph, free from the
tides of time, just as he always liked it. I listened closely
With every creak of the house, with every quiet groan
and moan, his words bounced through my mind The
ghosts and secrets of Berlin he breathed into these walls
whispered in my ear as I drifted into uneasy sleep. Ih.ave
one of those too, they rasped. I have one of those too.
When we drove around Minneapolis the next

Daniel W eiss

day in search of something to make our trip worthwhile
or at least to keep us out of Abbott Avenue for a bit, we
passed ruins and protests and rumors and rage in the
streets. It was a hot urban day and the sunlight beat hard
and slow against my face through the car window. We
drove past lake after lake and I watched it all blur into a
fine sand. I glazed off into daydream, and thought about
a photo album Gerhard used to have, which he stored
under the living room table at Abbott Avenue. It fea
tured snapshots of his life: some of Berlin, some of the
Twin Cities, some of trips made through Europe. In it,
I once saw a photo of a store. He told us that there was
once a clothing store in Berlin. Its photo basked in black
and white and almost leapt off the paper, eager to brag of
its grandeur. The photo floated through my mind as we
drove past boarded up windows and rubble and closed
signs and a Foot Locker whose entire front was black with
soot.
The store wore my name with pride. Corner of
the busy downtown street. Dozens of old-fashioned cars
littered outside. Four floors. Family-owned. Beloved. In
big, bright lights, out on the very front of the building, sat
my name: Weiss. I used to wonder what it felt like inside. I
wondered what each piece of fabric on each shelf felt like,
if the silk was so fine that you hardly felt it graze your fin
gertips. I wondered if Gerhard's father had breathed love
into each product he sold.
The store was sold for pennies on the dollar. The
buyer purchased the whole corner property. After that,
my name in lights belonged to him. I used to wonder
if the apartment above the store was cozy and if it had
couches.
It did not belong to him long. Somebody read my
name and threw a stone at it, and then a bomb detonated

Daniel 11 ciss
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on top of it, levelling the building. I do not know which
country's air force dropped the bomb. I do not know the
day. I do not know where the pieces of my name went.
I wondered if the fabric was still soft when it was
burning and I wondered what the color of the couches
might have been. I wondered if they were soft, too, and if
Gerhard cried when they were gone.
There was graffiti on the ruins. Die Name ist Gut
aber Jude ist Jude.
The name is good but Jew is Jew,; Berlin told
them.
I later learned from my father that it was a Jewish
work detail that was sent to clean the rubble. My family
once went to Europe and found the address. It is now an
elaborately train-themed cocktail bar. The cars around us
looked very different from the photo. There was a lot of
fighting on that trip. There was a lot of fighting in Minne
apolis, too.
Once there was a clothing store in Berlin and it
wore my name with pride.
Nearing the end of my grandfathers life, he
trudged through his Parkinsons to inform us that he had
seen a pair of squirrels dancing on the window sill of his
13th story apartment and that they were plotting to kill
him. He had been living away from Abbott Avenue for
several years by then, and I do not know how it affected
him. I cannot help but wonder what he heard them say.
If they told him that he was still Jude, even after all those
years. When he died, I wondered if the squirrels danced
nearby.
When we finally left Minneapolis and escaped
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the grip of Abbott Avenue, I imagined what it would look
like in 100 years. If the walls would still whisper hate. If
the ground in the backyard would remember my foot
steps and if Gerhard's office would still look the same. The
doors will mysteriously lock one day, and the for-sale sign
will mysteriously disappear, and the neighbors will forget
the house is still standing there. It will be inhabited only
by the ghosts of Gerhard's Berlin. The SS officer will live
in his office. The ghosts of his classmates will play hop
scotch on the concrete out back. The Russian soldier who
watched over the bombed-out market to let Gerhard res
cue what few supplies he could will sit by the piano every
night and serenade the empty home with beautiful mu
sic. And the dust will gather, and a voice in the walls will
whisper, over and over into infinity, I have one of those
too.
Somewhere on the other side of the world, a mis
sile strikes Ukraine. Names are burned off the Holocaust
memorial until they are nothings. Nobody knows where
the pieces of the names went. Under the floor of my dorm,
I can feel the monster sleeping peacefully. It still breathes
down my neck in the mornings.
The star currently belongs to my uncle. I wonder
if it looked rejuvenated today.
Someday, it will sit on a table at my funeral. Die
Name ist Gut aber Jude ist Jude.

Daniel 11 ciss
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On Things That Just Suck
You re not blind to the absurdity of the whole scenario as you stand in front of the burning building. Its
like you're the punchline of some sort of surreal joke by
the universe. You just stand there helplessly, arms limp
at your side as you watch the fire rage in the apartment
complex, feel its heat beat against your face, and hear its
relentless crackle. A wooden beam snaps and comes bar
reling towards the concrete below, firing a cloud of em
bers into the night sky. A man in a bathrobe and a pair
of shades emerges from the mass of tenants outside. He
walks over and stands next to you, silently watching the
flames with you. He takes a long drag from a cigarette be
fore speaking, his eyes still glued to the flames.
Pretty wicked view, huh?" The flames dance in
the reflection of his shades. You shrug. What else can you
do? Y know, I got some old family photos in there. Never
really did me much good anyway. Just kinda sat there collectin' dust." You shrug again silently. The man turns and
scrutinizes you through his black lenses. "Not much of a
talker, are you?"
What is there to say?" you mutter hopelessly.
The man looks at you for another moment before turning
back to the building. He shrugs and takes another drag
from his cigarette.
Dunno. What all you got in there?"
Some old knicknacks. Chair my dad made for
me. Most of my belongings, really." The man blows out a
thick puft of white smoke.
Mm," he acknowledges. "Sucks, dude." Sucks,
ude, you repeat to yourself in your head. Yeah, that pret
ty much sums it up, you realize. Sucks, dude. "Any pets?"
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"There was Jerry."
"A dog?" he asks.
"A chameleon," you correct. He nods slowly.
"A chameleon ..." he repeats to himself, as if turn
ing over the words in his mouth to get a better taste for
their contours and nuances. He looks down at the ground
thoughtfully before looking back up at the building. "Any
reason you didn't grab him?"
"Couldn't find him." The man raises an eyebrow.
"How do you mean?"
"Couldn't find him," you repeat. "He blended in.
With the fire, that is. Couldn't find him, cause he blended
in. Being a chameleon and all."
"So he's still in there," the man says.
"He's still in there," you confirm with a weak nod.
There's a silence before you feel a muscular arm reach
around your shoulder and pull you in. You're usually
pretty stuck-up about personal space, but these are exten
uating circumstances. You give in and let the man's arm
rest around your neck.
"Real sorry to hear that, brother." He takes anoth
er puff of the cigarette. "You smoke?"
"Not normally."
"Sure you do." And he hands you his cigarette.
You toy with it in your hands for a moment before taking
a deep drag. Why the hell not? You cough violently. Not
sure what you expected to happen.
You put your arm around his shoulder and stand
there for a while while the fire devours the building hun
grily. Another wooden beam comes collapsing to the
ground. Poor Jerry, you think to yourself. Doesn't do

Daniel 11 eiss
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much good. You can't help but smile just a little bit. Some
thing a little between a laugh and a sob comes out of your
mouth. Well, damn, you whisper to yourself. A fire truck
roars in the distance.
Sucks, dude, you think to yourself as you splutter
through another drag from the cigarette. Sucks.
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College Communion
Ushered in, trembling—
curious.
The faithful sing a fervent hymn,
the chorus repeats, the melody swells:
a tune strange, yet familiar.
Did that guy just speak in tongues?
All the faithful commune,
with plastic cups half full,
each who drinks receives
the same descending Spirit.
Uncertain, and maybe unbelieving,
I give my portion to another—
I never did like beer.

IunaHa hiore
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She II Only
Come Out at Night
*>
o
Kenyon Tinder was not necessary for a maneater like
Jennifer Jones.
It was Halloween. Nightfall had covered the campus in a
dark gloom, and wind rattled the windows of Old Kenyon
hall. Inside, Jennifer was laying on her dorm bed in her
old Tool tee shirt, scrolling through a note on her phone.
You could call it a roster, a body list ... but Jennifer was
no normal girl, and this was no normal list. She dragged
her finger over each name, one by one, until she reached
the last man standing.
Jennifers Bodies:
Brad: assault
Zack: harassment
Trevorrstalkrng
Mark: physical abuse
Kyle: physically violent & sexual assault
Its almost time ..." she whispered, tapping through
tainted names on the screen with her matte black acrylics.
"Huh?" said her roommate, Lilly, half-heartedly and
etween loud clacks of her chewing gum as she typed
away at her paper.
Jennifer turned her phone over. "Nothing! Just that
tonight is going to be so fun."
"Oh, so true girl," replied Lilly. "We'll be the hottest
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bitches at the NCAs."
Jennifer nodded and picked up her phone. Perfect. A
snap from Kyle. She noted that he was at the NCA.
She hopped off her bed, walked over to the mini fridge,
and popped open a White Claw.
"Ready Lill?" she said. "It's going to be one hell of a night."
The girls walked into the packed NCA wearing their
matching costumes. Heaven and Hell, Lilly in a white slip
and glittering halo and Jennifer in a red and black corset
top and Doc Martens.
"JENNIFERRRRRR," said a bunch of drunken voices
at once. Athletes drinking Natty Light, girls dancing on
tables. She smiled, hugged some sorority girls by the sink
and made her way through the sweaty crowd.
She found him near the back of the living room, standing
on the couch dancing awkwardly to "Like a G6." Kyle was
a proud member of Alpha Beta Delta Kappa Phi. Which
is exactly what he looked like, with a blonde flow and a
backwards cap. He also played lacrosse, and was wearing
his jersey, presumably as a sad attempt at a costume.
"Hey there," Jennifer said with a smile and a twirl of her
hair.
"Come here, you." He grabbed with a grip far too tight,

Molly Moron
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and pulled her up to stand up on the couch with him.
Jennifers anger surged inside, but she only smiled and
tugged on his arm. "Dance with me."
She swayed her hips and pushed up against him to
what telt to her like a lifetime. She was sore, sweaty, and
starving. When he started getting increasingly handsy,
she decided it was time. Jennifer licked her lips.
She grabbed his waist and whispered, "Why don't we
head upstairs?"
He followed her with a content look on his drunken face.
Arriving at the second floor single, he said, "This ones
mine."
She grabbed Kyle by his sweat soaked shirt, pulled him in
close, and whispered, "Can I kiss you?"
Then they were on his bed. Kyle's hat fell to the floor as
Jennifer rolled on top of him, her fishnet legs pinning his
waist on either side.
"Mmmm," Kyle groaned, "come closer." He wrapped his
large hand uncomfortably around her neck, tightening
his fingers as he pulled her towards him.
Your wish is my command, she thought to herself. She
leaned in and kissed his neck slowly, biting a little harder
each time until she drew the first drop of blood.
21
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"Mmmm ... ah, ah okay ... a little easier," he groaned.
I could say the same to you, Jennifer thought.
In that moment, she pulled back, smiled, and in a voice
straight out of The Exorcist, said, " What, scared of a little

bloodr
Her smile stretched to her eyes. All at once her lips turned
dark and her teeth became jagged points. Her eyes were
black holes, tears of blood crawling down her perfect
cheekbones.
Kyle's face filled with fear. "What... the fuck."
She leaned into him and whispered in his ear,
" This is for everyone you ve hurt?
She bit into his neck. Blood gushed out of his veins,
staining his pale gray sheets. His body squirmed and
writhed. He tried to break free, but she was too strong. It
only took a second for her to suck all of the blood out of
him. He didn't even have a chance to scream.
When she was done, she sat up and wiped her mouth
with the back of her hand.
"Finally," she whispered to herself, out of breath, "the
hunt is over."
Jennifer's body list was complete, at least for the time
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being. She would wait until next October to revisit the
next round of campus creeps. But for now, she was
satisfied.
She took a look at his lifeless body. Pleased with her
revenge, she pushed her corset up, tossed her hair over her
shoulder, and returned downstairs to the crowd of college
kids dancing drunkenly to Nelly Furtados "Maneater."
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keys for a Good Life Or a Sticky Lock
\J\cr "Girl"by Jamaica kincairi

Some things are kept, hidden, under lock and key.
Some things are much easier to find, if you can be both
ered to look, really look—past dust bunnies and clutter,
under beds and chairs, behind curtains and blank stares.
You're young & you're green, so let me tell you what I
know. Let me show you what I've learned: this is how you
get by, when you are all you have around.
Learn to be a good listener, someone who's bet
ter at paying attention than seeking it. Be yourself, even
if you're not absolutely, positively, 100% sure who that is
right now. Hug your parents when you're happy; hug your
parents when you're sad; hug your parents out in public,
even though I know you're the type of person to huff and
puff and moan and groan and pretend you're embarrassed
by your mom and dad. But it shouldn't matter much. It
doesn't matter much. Don't forget to walk the dog; don't
forget to scratch the cat; don't forget to feed the fish; don't
forget to feed yourself. Try to find things to do that make
you feel whole and new and soft inside, and, for godsakes,
help your dad bring in the groceries once in a while—do
I really have to remind you? Learn to make your own fun;
learn to do laundry; learn to cook pancakes for Mothers
Day and Valentine's Day and New Year's Day; learn your
social security number, write it down somewhere you
won't lose it, put it in your wallet and try, just try, to act
like an adult for once.
Learn to let things go. Tell yourself it's okay.
Here's what you do when your friend is mean to
you, here's what you do when your coach is mean to you,
here's what you do when you're mean to you—here's how
to fix a problem on the fly. Here's how you make someone
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feel seen without staring, heres how you make someone
feel held without touching, heres how you make it better
without doing much at all. Here's 20 bucks for your birth
day (I love you, after all). Turn off the living-room lights
when you go upstairs for the night, even if your mom is
still dozing on the couch; turn off the computer after 9,
turn off the TV after 10, turn off your brain as frequently
as possible, and try to think of Nothing for a change. &
when it's cold and dark and gray outside, and you've had
a terrible awful wretched night and you're feeling lower
than low, call someone who will love you through it, de
spite it, because of it.
This is how you lend a hand; this is how you keep
a secret; this is how you make a 3-pointer at the buzzer,
or shop for clothes by yourself, or tell someone you love
them. This is how you cry without anyone seeing, and
this is how you cry for everyone to see, which takes much
more courage. This is the difference between being nice
and being kind. Wash your hands with the lemon soap
before eating; wash your face with the cucumber cleans
er before getting dressed; wash your toothbrush out after
using it because
to wake
nobodyWkes
up the next day and
find residual toothpaste goo stuck in the bristles —seri
ously, that's just plain gross. Drive into the city and watch
people people-watching and learn to be alone, at least for
a little while. Write thank-you notes to your aunts and
uncles; write letters to your parents and friends; write
postcards to your cousins and neighbors; write down
your feelings in a journal, for you and only you, and share
rt with no one. Stack up your words like a tower of Jenga
OC
and hide behind them, if you must. This is what it
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means to look in the mirror, to see yourself for the very
first time. This is what it means to start over.
This is the front door with a sticky lock. When its
deadbolted & you come home from a long day & you're
so tired you feel like you could fall asleep standing up,
this is when you have to be patient with the key that just
will not open the door. This is how you try again, and
again&again&again. This is how, if you're patient, things
open up for you—things like doors, like desk drawers,
like new opportunities. This is how you live to be 102
years old! Don't forget to take time double-knotting your
shoelaces in the morning because I know it upsets you
when the loops aren't totally even, but I'm sure it will up
set you much more when you trip on your untied shoe
laces and fall flat on your face. Remember to hang up
your pants after taking them off at the end of the day so
they don't wrinkle (your mom would have a fit if she saw
the way you leave things all creased and crumpled in clut
tered corners of rooms). Remember your friends' birth
days; remember to sleep; remember to pick up the dry
cleaning when I'm not around. Remember to be yourself,
even if you're not absolutely, positively, 100% sure what
that means right now—especially then. Because, as I'm
sure you know, that's when it really and truly counts. Be
cause, one day, with hands shaking from the cold, you'll
jam that stupid key into the sticky lock for the very last
time and—oh! It will open up for you.
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the grove
i pulled a muscle in my neck searching for the top of a
pine tree sometimes things seem to go on forever, but
its all a matter of perspective if i tilt my head enough,
you're hanging upside-down like a bat you, shivering,
no jacket, no gloves there's nothing to do about that &
you should have known better
trees are painted on
the ceiling stalactites gripped by some strange force of
nature a spiderweb of gnarled roots in the sky if you
shake the snow -globe i'm back on earth i'm grounded
& i'm looking at you
when i fall (in love) in the forest i will not make a sound
i will keep my words, my hands to myself i have lost my
voice before, yelling into a forest of static buzz and dial
tones and, despite the hum of life in motion everywhere
we are the loudest creatures out here the sound of our
boots trampling dead leaves echoes i don't know how
to make my footprint on this earth any smaller tell me
could you make me feel any smaller
the only song i know by heart does not belong to me the
music of the earth, alive & dying beneath my feet, is a
tune i need not memorize a ladybug lands sweetly on
your shoulder if it followed you home, it would die of
dehydration in just a few hours autumn does not exist
for our pleasure — but oh! this world so yellow & green!
t marve at the idea that, one day, a fragment of it could
be mine i'd put the forest in my pocket to save for a rainy
day
here
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(in this Evergreen

state of being alone), i feel more alive than ever isn't
that funny?
it's enough to startle a man from sleep!
the world changes color like a bruise — morphing from
green to gold to grey & back again & back again i
tried to count tree rings & it aged me a thousand years
the wall calendar keeps count of the months we tear
down each page & use it as fuel for a forest fire up here,
nobody gives a damn what day it is
it is dusk now the sun sinks down into itself, blushing
pink lazy, but restless i want to climb into the forest
to live in the knot of a pine tree with you i'd watch the
world go by from the inside of a living thing like a small
animal afraid to be out in daylight above us, blue jays
rest on outstretched limbs of rain-soaked giants singing
to each other darling i feel Pine Green if this rain ever
stopped, i would never see myself grow
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lie Uiel in the Cabin in the Marsh
It began during a thunderstorm. Lightning struck
the telephone wire with its hand of vengeance, causing
sparks to fly through the air only to be subdued by the
cold, wet marsh seconds later. The sparks leap of faith
ended with a whimper.
Dirty bubbles rose to the surface of the marsh in
the area where the sparks were nullified. The trees swayed
in the wind and lapped up rain with their leaves. The
power of each and every nearby house went out.
And I? Well, dear reader, I was in my cabin, as I
usually am. Don't bother looking for it, because its deep
in the marsh, quite invisible from the side of the road. A
wall of trees separates me from reality.
My cabin doesn't have power, so I remained
largely unaffected by the lightning strike. I did notice it,
but I only paused for a second—taking the opportunity
to wash my hands—before returning to work.
The towel I wiped my hands on was red; actually,
it still is. I keep reminding myself to wash it, but I never
end up doing so. I really must remember at some point;
its not good to cook with dirty hands.
After wiping my hands, I reached for my rolling
pin and began flattening the soft material on my counter.
The thumping of the rolling pin was very cathartic, and
the ingredients below me felt heavenly. I was completely
engrossed in completing my recipe, even though I didn't
have all of the ingredients necessary to finish it. What's
more, I didn't have any way of obtaining them due to the
storm. Life could be oh so unfair, I thought.
Ironically, I heard a knock on the door
immediately after that misconception came to my mind.
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The rhythm of the rain was broken. Thump! Thump!
Thump!
I ignored my unknown visitor; perhaps he'd
go away if he thought no one was home. Then I felt an
intrusive grin etch itself onto my lips. I would do the only
thing better than laying low until the mystery man left: I
would invite him in!
I put another log on the fire before deliberately
taking the long way to the door; I wanted to give the
stranger outside an opportunity to change his mind.
After all, I didn't want our paths to intersect unless we
were both truly willing.
The floorboards creaked beneath my penny
loafers as an entity in my body sauntered towards the
door. By pure instinct, my fingers tightened around the
doorknob. Thump! Thump! Thump!
I saw a faint outline in the rain; it briefly seemed
that the stranger standing on my doorstep had horns
protruding from his head. As I finally opened the door, a
mix of sulfur and rain reached my nostrils.
The man in front of me was not looking his best.
His hair was strewn with twigs, and a long, deep scar
divided his face in half. Blood leaked from his veins and
his left wrist had swelled considerably.
I gestured; I nodded; my visitor tracked mud on
the floor as he gratefully lurched forward into my cabin.
No matter; I could clean up the mess he made later.
I turned to my new acquaintance: "Now, then,
my good man, what brings you to my doorstep? You're
looking awfully dreadful, I must say." My impression ot a
high-class gentleman never fails to charm people.
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In hushed, breathless tones, the stranger told his
tale of woe: he was driving home in the middle of the
storm when the lightning strike that destroyed the power
of so many occurred. The flash of light blinded the man,
causing his car to skid into the very same telephone pole
that was attacked by the lightning.
Inexplicably, my new friend was drawn away
trom the shrapnel and steel remnants of his car and into
the woods. He didnt tell me why he chose to brave the
mud and trees instead of looking for help by the roadside
and I didn t ask him. The mind acts illogically in times of
crisis.
I led my guest to the fireplace, gave him a quilt
that once belonged to his predecessor, and pulled up my
creakiest rocking chair.
The man in front of me collapsed into the chairs
cushion. Softly, he introduced himself, stroking his wiry
beard as he spoke. I must confess that I do not remember
his name.
After making sure the traveler was comfortable,
I made my way back to the kitchen. I struggled to find a
clean knife, but I eventually saw one under the counter.
I gathered up the ingredients on the table and dumped
them into a large pot. Then I carried it to the fireplace. The
stranger was more alert than I anticipated; he was looking
at an old skull on one of my several chests. I always was
interested in human anatomy, and so, it seemed, was the
man in my rocking chair.
I m cooking stew, I explained in response to a
question muttered by the stranger.
I hauled the cast iron pot with my stew in it over
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to the fire. After the meat had begun to warm, I offered
a taste to the traveler. He took a long sip from my ladle
before sighing in deep satisfaction.
I explained to the man about my missing
ingredients, and I asked him if he might help me in that
respect. Needless to say, help me he did. He seemed rather
reluctant at first, but I convinced him otherwise. I can be
very persuasive when I want to be.
The next morning, the rain had subsided
considerably. The travelers clothes, it turns out, fit me
perfectly. I wiped my now-stained knife on the crimson
towel; I really must clean that towel one of these days. The
missing ingredients, provided by the stranger, made my
meaty concoction simply divine. The storm was over and
I was well-fed. All in all, a very productive night, courtesy
of a very helpful lightning strike.
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[big city blues]
In bursts of orange and yellow and red,
I don't see blushing sunsets anymore just skies robed in
blood wine
Waiting to be drunk by the vagabonds swinging on
telephone
Cables like morbid birds only a slip away from
electrocution. They flit down like umbrellas
Airy and light for the first time in their lives. Their slurred
wails ring
Like sirens (blaring) and raise the indigo night back to the
stars.
Moon shine, sun light, the stars
Witness it all in glittering solitude, their white light on earth
hiding the red
Bursts of dying planets and fallen rings
Of Saturn in the cosmos swirling like a glass of wine
In the slender fingers of God (if there is one). The umbrella
Of midnight clouds ruins Van Gogh's starry night;
constellations string like chords of a teleph one.
Do I dare let the cameras pop and pocket-sized lightning
ring
Through the halls of our fame? Earring shaped like
telephones
Lie in broken heaps of Manhattan dreams, shattered
rubies—spilled wine.
We try to hide the disasters of our midnight from the
meddlesome stars,
Heels clack in poised panic, gauzy smoke ushers me in. Red
Voices cloaked in lust pull at the edges of my coat,
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salaciously licking rain from my umbrella.
Crystals of dewy wine, hours left unsipped glisten, stars
On the rim of the Milky Way. The upside down umbrella
of glass holds in the red
Tears of Greek gods in the heavens and the sweat of
bacchanal ecstasy. A telephone rings like
thunder, and I already know it is Zeus on the other line.

Mid I Inertd
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[homeland fury]
onde 'sta mami?
my sister asks,
her confusion echoes mine
where is she.
the moon hangs low in the sky
I try to imagine the same moon
lull oi aztec blood and spiteful snake venom
spilling into the campos of maiz
from a ruined temple—
tar enough to only make the ground
tremble
but close enough to
revere its dancing fury,
white-hot and justified.
but it is a different moon.
en mi tierra
it is defiant to the sun
it does not cower behind shades of clouds
it is stronger
or maybe I have gotten weaker.
mami protects us too much
I have nothing to offer
mi hermanita
only poorly masked fear &
tangled lies that b urn my tongue
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I think the truth hurts mami
just as much as the past does
I think that is why she
sells her heart and teeth on the
street.
she doesn't want to pierce her dying lungs
with a macabre heart
held together by the
sickly sweet syrup of mangoes.
she tries to deceive me
acts like it is still there
alive
bloody
but beating.
after years of applying smudges of
indifference over fear
i know what a facade looks like.
silver light slips through our cheap curtains
reeking of cigarettes &
burnt arroz.
my sister asks the question again
through a gurgled mouth full of
saliva and
warm milk

Mm IInertd
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and eyes rimming with
babygirl tears—
'onde sta mami?
and I,
jaded from checking the time once more

3:37AA/
sense a faint tremble under our bare calloused feet
answer finally—
sta bailando bajo la luna.
[she is dancing under the moon]
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our testament - sonnet
Cathedral arches of sinners, dejection, & lust—
(darling with one word i'll leave my faith to kneel before
your altar)
Rumbling the fingertips of God and thudding in his bust,
My prayers of you fall deaf to stubborn angels, but my
repentances do not falter.
For who is God compared to the drip of sweat
on your infinite neck taunting me to heavens gates and back.
Your salted tears are Moses' messianic red sea,
part for me, my holy water—
Baptize me at midnight, give me your pain, your defeat.
Let our ritual be my life source, my "Our Father."
But we never listened to our fathers or mothers anyway,
Sold to the seraphim and sinful hypnosis rising in low
sound,
We compromised for purgatory, stumbling on lovers' graves
til day
Hiding at night in the dust of our dying selves, too deeply
in love to be found.
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Yellow Flower
winner of the2021 Spooky Stories Contest
Norman Reeves opened the fridge to find an
empty gallon of milk. He shut the fridge door and
opened the freezer. Bags of ice. Vanilla ice cream. Head.
Microwave dinner. Norman closed the door and left the
kitchen.
He shuffled along his living room floor. The
shaggy carpet had more spots than a Dalmatian. Too
many drinks spilled over. Too many drippy, hard-to-hide
substances. Norman found that bleach worked if you used
enough of it. A little elbow grease and the stain faded. But
the smell? He could live with it better.
A thud at the doorstep. Norman spun his head
to look. Just the mail, right on time, like always. Just the
mail. He shuffled to the door and opened it. A letter,
postmarked from Montana. It had a yellow flower stamp
in the corner, like the ones he used to grow. The secret
to growing strong flowers was good soil. Fertilizer, water,
and sunlight kept the soil moist and earthy. Norman used
to have the best fertilizer. His neighbors always came
around to ask him about it. They always wanted to know
where he got it. Norman always let them find out.
Like the Richardsons. They lived here a few
years back. A nice couple, with a dog named Fetch.
Kevin Richardson was an amateur gardener, and jealous.
Norman could tell. He knew that old Richardson wanted
to steal his secrets. He always walked by his lawn slowly,
taking in the sight and smell of the soil. He had a love
affair with it. He was obsessed with it. Richardson would
have done anything to know why Normans soil was so
resh. Norman found him touching his soil one morning,
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peering down at it with a magnifying glass. Norman was
in the yard, too, chopping a tree with his axe. Norman
called him over, and invited him in for iced tea.
The morning was humid and warm. His flowers
were looking a little wilted. They probably needed some
fresh soil.
Norman put the letter on a table. He would read
it later. It was time to water his flowers.
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Language Acquisition
Word/Phrase
Translation(s)
"iyuyyvx worker, staff

Synonym(s)

Antonym(s)

Example(s)

invisible
alphabet

throne,
dictation

door, dream

cloak

clock

invisible ink

smuggle, save

stay, still

commerce,
trade

privacy,
princess

venus fly trap

contraband
cargo
—
pilot, pirate

boy

birth, bone

invisible bruise

mother tongue

my open
mouth
mother tongue

shadow,
window

memory,
mirror

stained glass

faraway land

fists, eyes

fantasy, myth

to invent

to find, to
know

torn
photographs

erase, hide

my open palm

see above

closet

fyaru ayi to steal across
the border

iTw?-y-3Ka mother tongue
^T-0 girl

y*?nfrya fairytale
to forget
TTmgHXS to disappear
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Freckles
They merged, burned
from his to mine,
from shiny scalps
spotted hands,
littered cheeks teeming
in summer seasons.
They carry numerous weights;
grandma smoking secret cigarettes,
2nd grade bullies,
the anger that connects our dots to
the way we ran home crying
to gentle nicotine stained kisses,
to fathers that invoke fear.
They burden
my back,
neck,
stomach,
a swelling crescendo of
blotched faces,
flooded
forearms, and
speckled fingers.
They are
flesh and dust and all the things
I've inherited uncontrollably.
They are
ashen dirt
camouflage,

\ (//o// Brown

A reminder of lost tempers
and all the times
I tried to scrape you off of me.
Sometimes
my body quakes,
and they seem to vibrate
off fingertips,
spilling in clumps like hair,
Chained to one another, a family;
The way I am to
voices that shout,
hands that hit and
the silent soot that brands us both.
"Not scars," he says,
Stars mottling the night
Innumerable grains of sand
clay ground from the earth,
Imbedded beneath our skin.
"Not injuries." Lessons,
welts,
marks,
each son etches his own.
So he gave me the same
cuts his father gave him;
notches that
that can be traced for generations.
Not his.

i/
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Not mine.
Ours.
And our Fathers.

Aaron Brown
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Have You Ever Been to the Circus?
Have you ever been to the circus? I think its every
child s dream when they re young. The reds and blues and
yellows ... the butter and fluffy cotton candy ... and the
spotlights and smiles and you never want to leave and ...
anyway. Every child dreams of the circus. You did, didn't
you? Let's imagine it again:
You're walking down the dirt path to the big tent,
parents a few yards behind you, and your little brother
and you go on ahead with the ticket stubs. In one hand,
\ou clutch an oily white and red striped paper bag topped
with popcorn, and in the other is your brother's shirt and
the stubs.
You guys walk briskly ... find your seats in the
front row to the far side of the tent... plant yourselves in
the jet black, cream stitched leather seats ... wait for the
show to begin. Eventually, it does. The ringmaster, a big
bellied fellow, bellows a welcome and good evening.
Lions then tigers then bears. Acrobats. Sparkles.
It's all nice, you think. No, you know. You know it's all nice
and just what a circus should have, but you're not here
for that. You re here for the clowns. You're here for white
laces and red noses and blue diamond crested eyes. You're
here for the real show.
And you wait for it.
Yes. You re a patient little one, a patient little one
Who's waited long enough for the circus to not mind a
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half hour more until the clowns come out. That's why
you don't mind when it's been an hour, and no clowns
are in sight. It's why, while your parents and the rest of
the crowd head towards the stands and concessions, you
stay and wait. You've waited long enough for the circus. It
won't be long now.
It is long, though. It's long when you're young, and the
clock slugs forward at a deadly slow rate. You're not going
to leave. You want to be the first person to lay eyes on
those bright clowns. You want to be so close you can feel
them and their afros and cherry scent. So you sit.
You sit. You sit. You sit. You're sitting.
You're sitting when cold, rough fingers brush against
the back of your neck, sending jolts down your spine,
swirling warm breath around you. Cherry bubblegum
pops in your ear. You can feel the air of the pop. A snarl. It
crawls over every inch of your skin like bugs.
Your body tenses, and you scan the arena with your eyes,
scared to move. No one is there anymore. The main lights
are out. The ringmaster and other acts are gone. You want
to ask where everyone is, but you know the only thing
present is behind you.
You've been inside the circus.
With cold metal at your throat, I don't think you'll make
it out.

Taylor XL IVomack
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A Case Study on Parasitic Effects
There are six major parasitic strategies
ot exploitation of animal hosts, namely parasitic
castration, directly transmitted parasitism (by contact),
trophically transmitted parasitism (by being eaten),
vector-transmitted parasitism, parasitoidism, and
micropredation.
There are six major parasitic strategies, and you
managed to cause me to fall victim to all of them.
Micropredators are small animals that, like
predators, feed entirely on other organisms; they include
fleas and mosquitoes that consume blood from living
animals. Micropredation occurs through the hunger of
one organism to feast on another's lifeblood, somewhat
like a vampire, but much less the appealing Twilight type.
I suppose it wasn't completely wrong. You were pale,
drained, and appeared to carry an insurmountable weight
across the width of your shoulders. Almost as if some force
was pulling you down. As if you laid eyes on someone
who was unburdened and hopeful, fresh and full of hot
carnal blood. You never wanted me. You were driven by
necessity, a hunger so deep it reverberated through the
hollows of your veins. Hot tempered burgundy blood was
all you saw behind glassy eyes. You never spoke to me first.
Your craving did. Your appetite opened its half smirked
mouth and stuck a hand out to introduce yourself to me:
your new host.
Directly transmitted parasitism. Occurs by
contact. We sat next to each other, the soft beating of the
wings of newness coursing through me. I stole glances
to your side profile as you spoke of the summer your
childhood cat ran away, how you first learned what grief
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was: to miss something you never had the chance to say
goodbye to. This was a lesson quickly forgotten as only
weeks later the cat returned as full bellied and pregnant
as could be. How delighted you were to discover loss
could quickly multiply to something greater than before,
all in the gift of a litter of squirming kittens. As I spoke,
my nervous laughter bounced from my chest to yours,
a sense of nonphysical intimacy both provocative and
electrifying. I bumped my knee into yours, the quietest
way of dipping a toe into the oceans mouth. I would have
considered that invigorating on its own until you placed
a raw hand atop of mine. Both of us sat frigid in the
February air, conceiving a private bonfire between our
beings. The stars were our ceiling above us. I felt it could
not contain the elation that was the two of us together.
Since that first touch, it sparked a force of magnetism I
cannot overcome. Thus, you successfully enraptured my
physicality in your hold.
Vector-transmitted parasitism is a disease
transferred from parasite to host. You fell in love with me
first. Lust entirely consuming, you desired every space of
me. You begged for my thoughts, my hours, my childhood,
my skin. You received me. And you still wanted more. I
couldn't help but feel the ground beneath me give way, to
fall so naively into your arms. I whispered secrets into the
nighttime and you drank them in like the dark wine we
consumed, thirstily, gracelessly slipping between sheets,
diving deeper into one another and laughing after for no
other reason than the lightheaded giddiness of two fools.
You brought me an orchid the week of my surgery, saying
you chose it for its incredible longevity. "The florist said
they can last for many months with the right care," he
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explained as he sat the great blue bloom atop my dresser. How
bewitched I was with this boy who brought me more than ust
flowers, he brought me forever. I turned to liquid, melting in
the palm of his hands.
Trophically transmitted parasites often have the
ability to manipulate the behavior of their intermediate hosts.
They accomplish this by eating the host from the inside out.
This stage was harder to recognize. I understand now that the
beginning is meant to blind my sight to the rest, after all, at that
point I had fallen too ill, succumbed too deeply to you. Only
later would I begin to pinpoint the little changes. Only once
I was knelt begging, asking for truth from a wealth of deceit,
would I become my own Sisyphus, damned to an eternity of
manipulation to no exhaustion. Only then would the rose
stained fog lift, leaving me unacclimated to a world saturated
with colors long forgotten. I watched as anger flashed over
your expression, starting in your eyes and rippling to the
tightness of your jaw. I found myself stuttering out apologies
and words of affirmation at the toughening of your muscles.
I buried my own suspicions and doubts in catacombs only
I could pace. I should never speak of them. I repeated your
lines like verses from my own individual scripture. I'm telling
you the truth. I would never hurt you. I did it because I love
you too much. You committed these injustices, submitted me
to misery, reached your hand into my mouth and tore out my
tongue in the name of your love for me.
Parasitic castration is the strategy, by a parasite, of
blocking reproduction by its host, completely or in part, to
its own benefit. You made sure I was yours, entirely. I became
isolated in your hold. I watched the sky rotate beyond the
window of your bedroom. Your face became the only one I
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saw. I'd watch it crumple at the mention of others, empty
spirits of names I once knew, friends I used to see. My
parents would call and ask when I would be coming
home. I'd watch the phone ring with no answer, my hands
tied. My circulation was cut off. I became the dog waiting
at the door for your return. Do birds feel at home behind
the shimmering rungs of a cage? I made those sacrifices
for you. I knew I was the sole source of your sustenance. I
was plagued by the lightheadedness of being drained. You
would tell me how much I meant to you while watching
my chest gasp for air. I'd exhale your breath as the lines
between us blurred to a singular blood clot unified. There
is no longer a parasite and a host. We are one in the same.
In evolutionary ecology, a parasitoid is an
organism that lives in close association with its host at
the host s expense, eventually resulting in the death of the
host. It is only inevitable.
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[ nder a Sea of Childhood Nightmares
Her greatest fear was sharp and double edged,
the manifestation of slimy and vile: tentacles reaching out,
contracting in pitch black night. She shivered under the blankets
she had piled on top of herself, despite the heat they should
have provided, not to mention comfort. She liked to pretend
she was a caterpillar, cocooning herself in her bed before
drifting to sleep, waking up the next morning to discover that
she had morphed into a butterfly. These days she felt more like
a moth, restless thoughts bombarding her so that she changed
into a rather ugly creature at the stroke of midnight during a
full moon: always restless and fluttering, blindly gravitating,
inexplicably drawn towards the light. Her mop of hair, coils
still wet from the shower, lay flat against her head. The snake
like tendrils began to writhe and slither onto her shoulders and
into her dreams, Flotsam and Jetsam. She awoke in darkness,
glittery, plastic, glow-in-the-dark stars carefully pasted and
placed onto the ceiling, the only light. She clutched thin air, her
stuffed animals having fallen to the floor. She quickly shot her
arm out of the covers to grab them and held them close to her,
sweat glistening on her brow. She glanced into the darkness,
focusing on her dresser as its outline slowly came into focus,
sighing in relief as she registered that her drawers were closed.
Then, she slowly moved her frightened gaze towards the closet
across the room, where the sliding door was open a crack. Her
breathing became shallow and hurried. Oh no, she closed the
door! She always closed the door, or she was going to come and
take her voice and contract and ... She sat up abruptly, sheets
damp; she was not the scared little girl anymore. She got up to
close the door, only to realize her legs had transformed into a
green, scaly tail.
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My CA Is a Vampire
They said it was Covid. Then they said it was
mono. Then they stopped sending emails and everyone
pretended that students weren't going missing. On a cold
night when I couldn't shake the feeling that someone was
watching me and my locked door felt weak against the
darkness, I typed away at my computer, ate the occasional
slice of bread lathered with Amish butter, and tried to
finish a growing pile of homework. I think that night was
Halloween.
As I worked, a thick mist spread over South
Campus. Cobwebs twinkled in the lamplight, and when
a bat flew past my window, I swore I saw it smile.
The voice was small at first, soft. I almost fell out
of my chair.
"CA on duty, room check."
I pinched myself before answering.
"Hello?"
"Yes. CA on duty, room check."
"Room check?"
"Yes. New policy."
The voice almost sounded familiar, but it was
cold. Worn. It tinkled like a silver bell.
"It's your CA."
"Who's my CA?" I asked, double checking the
lock on my door. When she answered, the pale, cracked
walls of my Leonard single began to close in around me
and the room spun.
"It s Lilly."
She had been one of the first to disappear. My
mouth opened and closed and opened again as I tried to
make sense of it all. The air was colder now. I could feel
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it. It stung my eyes and burnt my throat, and if I had looked
at my desk I would have seen the glass of water there frozen
solid. I took a step back and tried to breathe.
"Hey, Andrew, its no big deal if you need to put
something away before I come in. Would you like me to give
you a few minutes?"
"Sure," I said.
I didn't hear her walk away.
When the tears started pouring down my face, I
wanted to scream. But I couldn't. It was terror, pure and
simple. It cut like a knife. It told me to run. It took away my
breath and made me weak.
Outside my door was a smiling face, waiting. It was
someone, or something, that sounded like Lilly, maybe looked
like her too, but it wasn't her. I just knew.
"Andrew?"
Yeah, listen. Tonight isn't the best night for this kind
of thing. Can you come back in the morning?"
She laughed. "Andrew. Open the door."
"No."
Andrew, please open the door. I'm begging you.
Maybe we could do something together. I've been so cold.
Maybe we could snuggle up and I could just kiss you on the
neck and then you could be cold too and we could fly together.
You want to fly Andrew?"
I shook my head, and she cackled. It was shrill and it
hurt and beneath the sparkle I could hear her pain.
I tried to look away when Lilly floated up to the
window, but some things are too terrible to not see. Her face
was pale, her lips glinted like rubies, and once tight fitting
clothes floated around her like a shadow. It was as if all the
life had been sucked out of her and replaced with a cold
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dark smile, a lust that made my bones shiver and my
body ache. Her fangs were yellow, her skin was torn, and
beneath faded flesh was a sea of veins, red and swimming.
Perhaps it was those eyes; big, golden, so deep
that when I looked into them I felt myself falling. I don't
remember grinning as I turned off my sun lamp. I don't
remember walking up to the window, unlocking the
screen and sliding it open. I didn't remember that the
Amish butter was thick with garlic seasoning, but when
our hands touched for that one moment, she burned.
Her skin went up in smoke and it smelled like
dust. The scream broke me out of my trance. Before she
could get the window fully open, I took the rest of the
buttered bread and brandished it in her face.
"Don't come in. You're not welcome."
She floated off into the night.
Even though I'm back home I still can't sleep. I
lock my doors and eat garlic as much as I can and wear
several crosses. Every time I close my eyes, I feel her touch,
cold and dead. If there are any of you left at Kenyon, leave
as soon as the sun comes up, and whatever you do, don't
let your CA in.
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Death's Heart
Ethan stood by the window, his nose smooshed
against the glass, watching the rain fall.
"Hmm. This won't do," said his grandmother,
holding the curtains back and pursing her lips. "I can't
drive in a gale like this."
Ethan looked up at her, eyes large with concern.
"Then how will I get home, grandma?"
She chuckled and patted his dark hair.
"Don't be silly, you can stay the night here. I'll call
your mother and let her know. She can come and pick you
up in the morning, weather permitting."
The two retired with mugs of cocoa to the living
room, Grandma to her armchair and Ethan to play with
his dinosaurs on the rug.
After a while of sitting together, listening to the
wind and muffled rain, the boy looked up.
"Grandma, can you tell me a story?"
His grandma put down her mug and nodded
thoughtfully.
"Of course. What kind of story?"
"Tell me a story about death."
Ethans grandma raised her eyebrows and
adjusted her glasses.
"Death? Now why would you want to know about
that?"
Ethan frowned, thoughtfully. "My mom reads the
newspaper with the people that died. And then she gets
sad and says death is heartless. What does that mean?"
"It means your mothers interests are as morbid
as ever. I don't know where she gets it from. But she is
wrong, you know ... death isn't heartless. I happen to
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know from experience. I could tell you a story about that
if you would like."
"Yes, yes!" said Ethan, folding his hands beneath
his chin expectantly.
"Alright, if you're sure," said Grandma. She
cleared her throat, then leaned down so that she could
look her grandson straight in the eye.
"Now this story happened when you were only a
small baby. But even then, I was very old. I knew Death
would soon come for me as he does for all souls who walk
this earth.
"But my time here was not finished. At the time,
your mother had just had you, and you were such a joyful
little thing, so full of life. I knew I could not die without
knowing you and seeing you grow a little.
"Finally, one night, I had a feeling. An inkling,
you might say. I knew that night was the night that Death
would come. All that day, I sat right here, in this chair,
thinking and thinking of what to do to persuade Death
that I might stay here for a while longer.
"At last, I had a plan. I gathered all that I needed.
Death came knocking at my door just as I had taken a
fresh pan of my almond shortbread out of the oven."
"Your plan was to give him cookies?" Ethan
asked, puzzled.
"Hush now, you'll see," Grandma reassured him.
"I opened the door for Death and welcomed
them in and bid them take off their coat. They declined.
They had an enormous umbrella as well. I offered them
the coat rack again. Again, they declined. Imagine that,
Death afraid of a rainstorm indoors! But you must always
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be hospitable, even to the strangest visitors. I welcomed tf ?m
in the kitchen and offered them some of the shortbread. T iey
declined a third time, but I insisted. A dying woman car be
quite stubborn, you know. So finally, Death took a piece nd
ate it, or at least I think they did. I couldn't see under he
umbrella. But, you see, my plan worked just as I expec ed.
Death slumped over and fell fast asleep."
"Death fell asleep?" cried Ethan.
"Yes," crowed Grandma, grinning mischievou ;ly.
"My crushed up sleeping pills did the trick! That's sc ne
powerful medicine right there! I snuck it in the dough be) :>re
I baked the cookies.
"Now, where was I? Ah, yes. Death was sleep: lg,
though I knew I didn't have much time. They're an
otherworldly being after all; human tricks only work so
long. So, I reached into their jacket. I thought if I could t ke
something valuable from them, perhaps I could bargain for
more time on this earth. It's not respectful I know, and ou
shouldn't steal things from people, dear, but I had nothing eft
to try.
I rummaged in their pockets for something,
anything. Finally, I found something odd shaped and pulled
it out from the coat. Imagine my surprise when I saw it!"
What?' asked Ethan, leaning forward in suspense.
Deaths heart, of course! Oh, it was an ugly thing.
Large and gray as soot. But undeniably a heart. Before I could
get over my shock, Death stirred from where they lay on the
counter. Quickly, I hid the heart behind my back.
Death raised their head. They were rather cross, as
you can imagine. They demanded an explanation, and I told
them my terms, showing them that I had the heart. Now they
were rightly furious, seething under that umbrella. But they
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tried to keep their composure. Seven years, they said. You
have already outstayed your rightful time on this earth.
But you may have seven more years if you give me back
my heart.
"And so I did. And now I am here with you,
Ethan. And now you may remember what I tell you, just
as Death told me when their heart was safely in their chest
again: Death does have a heart. A feeling heart, a living
heart. They feel every life they take, every last breath they
usher out, every eye they fade. Their heart lies heavy like a
stone inside them, but they must carry it anyway. Because
if they didn't have a heart, if they were only weightless,
ravenous smoke the souls would not trust them, and they
would never follow Death out of this world."
Ethan sat, open-mouthed on the floor. In the
silence, the wind still rushed by outside, but less forcefully
than before.
"Ah," said Grandma, "That's good. I suppose the
storm is breaking."
Ethan stood and climbed up on her lap to hug
her.
"I'm glad you took Death's heart," he whispered.
"I don't want you to die."
"Oh, I will someday, little one," said his grandma,
hugging him back. "But you know I have a few more
tricks up my sleeve."
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Self-Portrait as Rain
i melt
myself a dress
of mirrors / little lakes
courting a corpse / the way thunder breaks
its knee on weathervanes / i can't say / how happy
i am out here / warbled out of wet / heavens spit exiled
i flush / blue bourbon / all over the carpet / i play stowaway
perched on a poncho / i smile / tarnished teeth / i just want to hold a
permanent shape / if i could hold myself / along perpendicular lines / tongue
forked four ways / once / i starred / in that film about a car / lonely & blurred
across a green-screened highway / the window / false / failing me / as i evangelized
about the birth / of oceans everywhere / there's blood / i parasite my body
by smashing it to puddles: / brightest fanfare / confetti of bullet holes
a birthright cut from watercress / how it scarred me / stillborn
o molecule / silver me a storm / to fall / in love with
to fall away from / for good.
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Returning in Autumn
It had been the same dreary weather all day, but I
was getting used to walking everywhere again. Your own
clothes give you less room to hide from the elements than
a car, and forced exposure was better than hiding inside,
waiting for sun. The sky was nearly empty; just a few gray
clouds broke up the drab blue. No chance of rain, and
my boots kicked up dust just from walking, but my lips
weren't chapped yet despite the cold. It would get drier
still. Drier and colder, the last months of fall casting their
long shadows as they receded from view and winter took
its icy white hold. That was all to come, though. People
tend to remember the warmth of fall when they talk about
how bleak midwinter gets, but they forget the chill that fall
can bring. The only warmth is in the color of the leaves, or
bright fireplaces in cozy, indoor homes, or peoples' clothes
as they start to bundle up. And sometimes autumn has no
color at all. Soon, clouds would cover the sky and slush
would cover the ground, but for now it would be gray.
I stepped across another bike path—no concrete,
just a dusty stripe where the grass had given up trying to
regrow—and fell into a light jog as the hill sloped. The dry
grass pulled me downward, smooth beneath my feet and
smoother still as the ground leveled and became rocky.
Back up the hill, only the tips of trees were now visible,
and only someone at the very edge could have seen
me. Instead, I headed towards the edge of the cliff face,
searching for the trees he had told me about. By then the
city skyline had come into view across the river. I took a
moment to identify a few landmarks: the tallest building,
the park, the piers downtown. It was hardto make them
out from such a distance, but the view over the water was
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clear. After a minute I kept walking. It was down a few
more rocky ledges and past a line of bare trees that I saw
him.
He sat against his backpack, which he had
squashed between himself and a flat rock. His jacket
was open, but he didn't look cold. "Good, you got here
in time. We won't miss the sunset." He wouldn't have
missed it anyway. An hour, twenty minutes—I couldn't
tell how long he had been there waiting. "You still have
that old coat, he said, looking me over. In his lap, a twig
lay stripped of its bark. Something to pass the time.
I walked over and stood next to him. "A man only
needs one good coat."
And a man only needs eight hours of sleep a
night. When it wears out, you'll be cold walking to the
store."
I wouldnt do that." I squatted down and tested
a rock. Some dirt rubbed off, leaving my fingerprints
chalky, so I dusted it more and sat.
"But you wouldn't buy a second coat," he said,
grinning.
Its not useful to keep a coat around, unworn."
"It's demonstrably useful."
"It's demonstrably wasteful." I looked at him.
Just because I dont wear it during the summer doesn't
mean I'm wasting it, but keeping it when I have other
coats to wear is." His gaze had returned to the skyline.
You, who puts his entire spice rack on a chicken
cutlet," he said. "You could indulge in another coat." He
reached inside his jacket, rustled around, and pulled out a
pack of cigarettes. I noticed ashes on the rock beside him,
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sheltered by his body from the wind. Over his shoulder,
the sun hung in the sky like an ember, still burning bright
and not yet ready to fall to earth. The skyline beneath
caught its light, looking for all its worth like a set of
matchboxes beside a fire. The sky seemed darker to me
all of a sudden, and I remembered nights spent around a
fire pit, staring into the flames until the night around us
was so dark we could have drowned in it. We had lost a
good few matchboxes between the two of us that summer,
neither one of us noticing how close we had left them as
the campfire blazed. Still, we kept leaving them.
He had fished out a cigarette and put away the
pack. When he noticed I was no longer lost in thought,
he stuck the cigarette in his mouth, then held out his
hand, waiting. Without even thinking, I pulled my lighter
from a coat pocket and placed it in his waiting palm. My
hand lingered there. It was as easy as it had always been,
a movement repeated dozens of times over the years.
His hand lingered too. I felt his fingers close around the
lighter as he pulled it away. Our eyes met, and he smiled,
his lips pinched around the cigarette but still tight with
mirth. "Thanks." He sparked a flame, lit the end, then
clicked the lighter shut and held it back out. I pocketed
it wordlessly. He was cross-eyed now, staring at the tip
of the stick in his mouth, leaving my eyes free to roam
over his face. It hadn't changed much, that was for sure.
At least he still shaved. Had that been for me? The red
glow of the cigarette shone dimly in his eyes, three points
of light amidst all the gray.
The wind rustled the papery grass around us,
a sound like fingers running through someones hair. It
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whistled past our ears, making me regret not bringing a
hat, then took off towards the distant river. We sat silent
until he tapped my arm, then pointed, gesturing up. "Look
at that," he said, voice bordering on real awe. A flock of
sparrows wheeled over our heads towards the city, flying
fast over the river—at first I could make out individual
birds from the group, but I lost them as they passed in
front of the sun. The clouds at the horizon shimmered
in the sunsets haze, thicker than the thin wisps that
scratched the sky above our heads. "Its been a while since
I've seen so many birds in one place," I said distractedly.
An inane thing to say, of course it had been a long time.
But he didn't respond. He just watched the birds as they
flew, catching the breeze that must have strengthened
underneath them, until they vanished into the outline of
the city. Neither of us felt we needed to say anything else.
For a while we stared at the sunset, neither of us daring
to fix our gaze on the sun itself, rather choosing points
that would let us stare unblinkingly and take it all in. I
couldn't tell where his gaze landed. He took a final drag
from the cigarette, now reduced to a stump, and this time
his eyes glowed with the burning light. Darkness had
fallen behind us without either of us realizing it.
"So what'll you do now that you're back?" he said,
breaking the silence. It took me a second to think.
I dont know, I replied honestly. "I haven't
started asking around, but I think I'll take some time to
see people again. Strike up old friendships, you know,
have coffee. I might find an opportunity somewhere in all
that."
"So I got to see you first?" he said. Of course, of
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course he got to see me first.
"Yeah, it was easy to find time with you ... more
than with anyone else." He grinned again. This time he
looked at me.
"Sure," he said. "To tell you the truth I couldn't
believe you were back. I know, I already knew, but ... it's
been a while." He looked away. "And I know you didn't
come to me for opportunities."
"You don't know that. Maybe I'm looking for a
place to stay."
"You have one. When have you ever showed up
with just the clothes on your back?"
"It's been ... what, an hour, and now you ask why
I'm even here?"
"You've been watching the sky, not working up
courage. Either you didn't plan on telling me, or—" I
interrupted him with a wave of my hand.
"I already told you I don't know." My hand found
the lighter in my pocket, and took it out. It lost its warmth
quickly in the air. "I'm having lunch with Marcia on
Wednesday. That's for a reason." I flicked the lighter on,
then off. "It's just nice to see you." Back on. I watched the
flame as it danced. It was dark enough now to make out
the space at the center of the flame, that empty hollow
that tricks us into seeing colored rings like the end ot a
cut-open log. I let it go out again, letting my thumb relax,
and a moment later his hand closed on mine, covering
the lighter entirely. He had put gloves on.
"You'll waste the flame," he said, quietly. We
looked at each other. The sun had dipped below the
skyline, and tall, boxy shadows were starting their long
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journey across the river. I could still see his eyes. A moment
passed, and neither of us moved.
He started, "If you want to—"
"It's getting cold." I stood up. Put the lighter away,
back into a pocket to warm it up again. "Plus, I want to get
back while we can still see." Which would be enough time.
Once we were by the train station, the lights there would give
us more than we needed. But once we were back in the city...
"How big is your new place?" he asked.
Old place. It's that top-floor brownstone. You
remember, the one with the back entrance?"
I remember.' He stood up too. "She likes you, doesn't
she? Who did she kick out for you this time?"
I wouldn t—no one, the heater's broken and it's too
old to get it fixed. I saw the question in his eyes. "You can't
turn it off without killing the heat in the rest of the building. It
just means I get to leave the window open."
So no one wants to move in. Is it loud?" He grinned
like he'd thought of something funny.
"No, it's quiet."
"Then I bet I could fix it."
"You'd want to?"
"Sure. But you wouldn't want that."
Only if you kept it quiet." He grinned again, and
zipped up his jacket, hiding a slight shiver. By that point we
had reached the last hill. I glanced back at the sunset only
for a tree to block my view, the same one that I had stepped
past to see nothing but rocky ground before. Now the thicker
grass brushed against my legs. What little light remained
shone through the tree's curled, brittle leaves, and I thought
of carved pumpkins and paper lanterns. I had just missed
Halloween in the city, but the stores all kept pumpkins on sale
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anyway. I realized I had lost him, and looked around to
see him pick up a long stick from the ground and snap
off the thin end. He laughed out loud, a harsh sound in
the chill air, at my blank look. "No way I'm going up this
in skate shoes." I shook my head and started climbing,
letting him follow me with his impromptu walking stick.
The bike path was as empty as it had been all day.
"Are we making good time?" His voice was more
clipped than before. I noticed his grip on the stick was
tight.
"The train should get here in about ten minutes,
so yes. Then once we're back in the city ..." I let my voice
trail off. He knew what I meant.
"Your place?"
"Yeah." I blew into my hands, then rubbed them
together, and his eyes followed. "Let's find somewhere
warm."
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My Siren Days
Remember the seeded fruit born at the base—
in between oval mountains
where women twisted red
lipstick skimming skin like
skipping stones on a pond—
green bladed grass roped round
every curve as ripples tapered
off and minnows clustered round
binding a girl's bare feet under
water on moss and stone—silk stone—
skin skimming a reflection
in which her eyes bear more than salt
lips more than sailor songs long drowned
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At home, the morning sky was the color of my mothers eyes:
pale and tired. Here is not home or definite, but wandering
empty streets, bare feet scraping pavement, and eyes that
belong
to me. Here has a sky of blooming flowers, the species that are
reborn
from aged soil in green years. Now is when the barren parts of
my body
are filled with silence leftover from those who can afford to
overflow,
to brim and soak like wine in the absence of tired words and
tired eyes.
Then is when shouts nibbled at my elbows. Exhaustion stole
from my father,
my mother, my brother. They ate at me so I could eat at them,
so we could live
together in lies, dampening our skin like fog. There is where 1
hid what I loved
in my fingertips, toes, and ears because no one thought to
look there. Here is where I lie,
back pressed to the pavement, sanding one hand against the
cement, raising the other
to pick flowers for the sky back home, for I remember that to
weather is not to stay
afloat but to kiss your mothers chapped cheek—
and let go.
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Recurriner
Dream #2
O
I awoke in the room of the bees again.
Bees
trapped in the window sill graveyard of Mr. Mas' sixth-grade
room. The
room
we students huddled in, cradled in rumors and tall tales. We
cradled
our faith as one does a life vest. A father
divested
of his life and the teachers proclaim the reason.
God
has a reason, the teachers say, for everything.
Everything
includes the blood staining the moldy carpet. The
carpet
trembling with the buzzing of bees rising from the dead. The
dead
stinging our stockinged legs, swarming in waves.
Waves
ot sobs pulsing through our bodies.
Bodies
shedding their infant skin, carcasses abandoned around the
room. The
room
where I folded myself into the cubby next to the crayons.
Crayons
flickering between wax and rot. The bees will
rot
imprisoned in the ceiling lights.
Ceiling
vibrating with the weight of the bees buried in the light bulbs.
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Lights
blooming towards darkness and all falls silent.
Silenced
I wake in the room of the bees again.
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I learned how to dance
ina big empty room
Everyone knows dance like no one is watching
is tired: move like
the afternoon is a marching band,
sunlight is the spotlight and ladders are meant to be climbed
Arms outstretched, shoulders back and chest open,
we should reserve theaters just for dancing
Floorboards are soft if they've been loved enough
and The Big Chill soundtrack is good to dance to
even though it's a sad movie
If paradise doesn't exist, then neither does Hell:
Nothing will ever be worse
than a middle school dance
Outstretched hands are gifts with ribbons tied around the
fingers
Most little girls quit ballet by the time they're ten
and the ones that stick with it end up hating
either classical music, the color pink, or their legs
I don't cry, move like:
something needs to be ripped
out of the air and
cradled softly in the eye
of the needle that will mend
torn heartstrings to the tune of
Heard it Through the Grapevine by Marvin Gaye
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Sarah Groustra

little destruction
here's the fragile thing—
my lopsided jaw. neck raw,
hair chopped and satiated
on negative space,
"that was my brothers," you don't
have a brother; he only swings in
at the right time of night,
catch him in the mirror, belt low
on my hips, stuck out my jaw,
see if I could catch a name
with a fishhook, but it only caught
my eye.
I held that fish while it
danced for me, in agony, thought
about the prisms on its skin,
can see it still, we struck the deck
together, the thud was
sickening.
he sits on the bathroom counter
and waits for me anyway.
I punched him last time but he
waits for me anyway,
maybe he'll just swim next to me,
maybe he'll just recede
into a ghost and follow me
through my life and never say
another word
about it.

Mar/enn Brown
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last February
last february I was high
I was on a ship
muscles bite sweetly then unclamp
the distant bell
ache in my abdomen from a shot
holding my balance out to sea
keeping that wolfish anguish
heat into everything
press it under my thumb
something needs to bleed
the bell of how 1 used to be
when I'd rattle with gratitude
time a water-based sort of slick though less clinical
it was easy to toss it up in the air and know I could catch it
the soft balance between vices
all those gentle hands between my legs
I can only name this now because
I have learned a thing or two
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Mnrlerid Brown

you want for snow

«/

you want for snow
while I want for a fire
burning in my bedroom / a thing
to stick my hand into
your sorrow is slow
mine tears up our bedposts / I want
to be happy because I think
you're happy though really
I don't know

Marietta Brown
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()|>en Your Ryes
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Halle Preriala

Waves of Calm
Halle Prenata
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February Fete
February 14th, the moonlight marauds unjoined souls so we
trade a handful of quarters
for an answer that sounds good & means nothing, wondering
what awaits at Fate's fete.
Fate, that rouged minx DJing the intergalactic indie-rock
radio station,
rou gh-cut ruby nails clawing the very cassette spelling our
doom.
She fiends for doom, a special taste for excruciating
encounters,
ribboning onto our path the very ones we want to ignore.
Snipping our favorite tracks, the very ones we want, ignore us!
Where once there were frogs now there are funkless, fumbling
men.
Remember that man fumbling to wave at you for the third
time today?
Yesterday he was near dead, waning impossible shades on the
tile floor.
Today he is profusely grateful to be regularly shaded & totally
possible,
possibly delusional, fraught with fandango, as if you ever
asked for roses!
What are we modern women to do with roses? Come, lets
draw vengeful
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I ictoria Kerrigan

hearts on our cheeks to celebrate todays valentines day Wordle,
cynic.
Cynicism, it burns like tequila! At the fete,
we sprinkle faux-tears over platters of laughter
& drink Fates kool-aid.

Victoria Kerrigan
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Club of Compulsory
Impertenance
Before everything freezes over, we trample the new grass. It
never had a chance. Unlike us, chock-full o' chances. Those
special trees decked out in crimson garb—they must pump
something in the water—and the wind has not learned
yet how to sharpen itself, incise. You must hear our hoots
down the road, our illicit humor, you probably don't get it. A
barrow-full of bon mots we can dole out on demand. Giddy,
carbonated. Fizz fizz and floating out of reach if the gnarled
branches don't pluck us down. A delirium that cannot be
winked off. We blame the cherry tomatoes. PSA: Tomatoes
spiked. Fill your pockets. You won't find stimulants of this
magnitude this side of the Mississippi. Shut up, we can't. If
we were really being so loud, they would turn around and tell
us to shut up. Winston and Fiona, pissed. Came to listen to
sweet white sundress-wearing, daisy-in-the-hair girls singing
Adele and instead, distracted by such rude wisecrack-ery.
You guys need to stop talking. It s a real pants-down moment.
A minor infraction just to get a rise. Meet us back here next
Wednesday night with an expired Truly and Machiavelli's
diary and we'll show you how to have a good time.

j
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Victorin Kerrigan
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